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GRAND PRIZE

The Roy Rogers “Happy Trails to You” Tribute Colt Single Action Revolver from America Remembers in .45 Colt caliber is our Grand Prize this year. This magnificent six-shooter is a celebration of timeless American ideals and the legendary entertainer who represented them to generations of adoring fans all around the world.

With his tremendous success, Roy never forgot his fans. Even at the height of his popularity, he tried to make sure every piece of fan mail that came in — sometimes as many as two thousand letters a week — got a personal response. Roy still made time to visit sick, injured and orphaned children around the country. Roy Rogers lived his life by the same code he preached to the young members of the Roy Rogers Riders Club: “Be courteous and polite ... protect the weak and help them ... be brave but never take chances ... always respect our flag and our country.” Like the line in Dale’s song, “Happy Trails,” Roy believed, “it’s the way you ride the trail that counts.” From the trail’s beginning to its end, Roy rode tall and proud, like the hero he was.

The revolver is decorated in 24-karat gold. Barrel features the legends “Happy Trails To You” and Roy Rogers Tribute, each displayed in a flowing banner, framed by Western-style scrollwork in the tradition of the finest presentation firearms. The recoil shield features a handsome portrait of Roy Rogers. This incredibly detailed image will certainly bring back your fondest memories of America’s “King of the Cowboys. Along the backstrap is an image of Roy and his wonder horse, Trigger. This is number 176 of a very limited quantity of 250 Tributes. With a design that melds efficiency with beauty, the Single Action Revolver is known for its smooth handling, balance and style, characteristics that earned it a reputation as a classic Western six-shooter, admired by lawmen and outlaws alike. Today, the Single Action Revolver remains a popular favorite with collectors and Old West shooters.

10 Big Prizes  Enter Now to Win!
Tickets $10 Each or 11 for $100
2nd Prize
Smith & Wesson - SD9 VE 9mm
Semi-Auto Striker Fired Pistol - White Dot Sights Distinctive Two-Tone Finish
Smith & Wesson’s new SD9 VE™, with its distinctive two-tone finish, is a semi-automatic pistol, chambered in 9mm. This new offering features Smith & Wesson’s SD™ - a Self-Defense Trigger for optimal, consistent pull from the first round to the last. ThePicatinny-style rail gives you the option of adding accessories such as a light or laser. Another new feature is the aggressive front and back strap texturing, which provides a more secure grip, while still maintaining comfortability. Overall, the new SD9 VE™ combines value with enhanced features to deliver top-grade performance in a reliable option for home and personal protection.

3rd Prize
Rossi RS22 - Semi-Auto .22 LR Rifle
Synthetic Monte Carlo Stock Fully adjustable Fiber Optic Sights
The Rossi RS22 .22 LR Semi-automatic Rimfire Rifle is crafted with an 18-inch, matte-finished barrel, a synthetic Monte Carlo stock and a 10+1 capacity. Adjustable fiber-optic sights are also included.

4th Prize
“Great Rides of Today's Wild West: A Horseman's Photographic Journey Across the American West”
Mark Bedor (Photographer) - 2 Winners
Veteran travel writer, photographer, and horseman Mark Bedor returns with another breathtaking adventure across the American West. This gorgeous photographic collection showcases twenty-six horseback rides across the United States (with one trip abroad to the great Australian Outback). For each, Bedor offers firsthand descriptions of the people and places, whether they’re tagging along on a cattle drive, taking part in a re-creation of Custer’s Last Stand, or just soaking in the natural vistas.

5th Prize
Set of 3 Collectible Equine Comic Book Covers Silver, Champion, & Trigger 1950's Dell Comics 5 Big Winners

TICKETS ARE $10 EACH OR 11 FOR $100
The Sizzling Summer Opportunity Drawing winning tickets will be drawn
Sunday, September 13
YOU DO NOT NEED TO BE PRESENT TO WIN!
No phone or internet orders will be accepted after 12 noon PDT on Friday, September 13th. YOU DO NOT NEED TO BE PRESENT TO WIN!
The winners will be notified by telephone after the drawing. The winners names will be listed on our website, www.happytrails.org on Monday, September 16th. The firearms offered in this drawing are subject to all Federal and State laws and regulations. Any transfer fees or taxes are the responsibility of the winner. If you have any questions, please contact us. We sincerely need your help at this time. Please order your tickets today by mail, phone or on-line:
HAPPY TRAILS CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION
SIZZLING SUMMER DRAWING
10735 APPLE VALLEY ROAD, APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
Toll Free (855) 788-4640 • www.happytrails.org